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Company Profile

Incorporated in early 2011, Guangzhou Beian Lock Technology is a professional
company which is committed to advocating the safety conception of “preventative
safety first; locked-out safety second” and provides the solutions to safety locks,
safety signs, personal protection articles and other supporting facilities.
The Company introduces advanced manufacturing levels and concepts adopted
among international peers and focuses not only on the research and development
and manufacture of new products but even more on product quality in order to
supply reliable safety protection articles for all customers and create a professional,
standard and safe working environment for all staff members.

Create The First-class LOTO Brand

Mode Of Transport

We can provide the perfect mode of transportation, covered all over the world, including shipping, air transport, road transport...

Enterprise Spirit

Innovation Based; Service Foremost. Innovation is the pursuit and development is
the goal of the people in Bestsafe as only through viability and development can
innovation become possible.

Cooperative Partner

Aims

Serve for the social public and work to achieve win-win situation between Bestsafe
and the society.

Missions

We are bold to assume social responsibility and strive to promote Bestsafe’s
development and make it stronger.

Values

Guangzhou Beian Lock Technology Co.,Ltd

The people in Bestsafe are unyielding. Our values are to show initiative in work and
respect for career and always be ready to make contribution.

Vision

Create an attentive service for customers and provide an undertaking worth reliant
upon for staff members for long.

Operation Philosophy

Create highest quality products and services based on talents and innovations and
make contribution to Bestsafe’s development.
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Key Management System
Create The First-class LOTO Brand
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Key Management System
>> Keyed Differ System(KD)

>> Keyed Alike System(KA)

>> Differ & Master Key System（MK）
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locks and any one or more keys fit all padlocks in
the group. Multiple groups can be custom-made and
the keys in different groups do not mutually fit.

Master Key
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01. Safety Padlocks

■ The keys within a designated group fit each other’s

match other locks.

Key B
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>> Keyed Alike System(KA)

>> Keyed Differ System(KD)
■ Each lock has only one key,The key can not
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Establish a safety and manageability system can satisfy your Lockout/Tagout requirements

>> Alike & Master Key System（KAMK）
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Advantage

02. Safety Tags And Labels
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Your lock cannot be opened by another lock.

Advantage

Key B

03. Lockout Hasps

04. Cable System Lockouts
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You just need to take a key.

Key B

>> Differ & Master Key System（MK）

Alike & Master Key System（KAMK）
■ After multiple groups of keyed alike series are

■ Each lock in a designated group has only one key.

Keys do not mutually fit but a master key can open
all the safety padlocks in the group. Multiple groups
can be custom-made. The master key does not fit the
locks in a different group but the general master key
at a higher level can be designated to fit all padlocks
in all groups.

determined, if you need to designate the supervisor
at a higher level to fit all groups, you may add a
master key.
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05. Valve Lockout Devices
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Three levels of management

07. Gas Cylinder/Source Lockouts

08. Lockout / Tagout /Key & Document Stations

32
34

Master Key

Master Key

Padlock Order Details
1、Confirm the padlock item number , quantity, material, and size：a. Light thermal plastic insulated safety padlock：S02
2、Confirm the key system ( referring to the key system introduction and indicated picture：
a. Keyed Differ-Standard Padlock（KD）
b. Keyed Alike Series（KA）
c. Master Key Series（MK）

d. Alike & Master Key Series（KAMK）

3、Language Version：All English or Customized Language
4、Shackle Height：Default Height or Customized (has the quantity requirement)
5、Padlock Body Colour：as customers-made
6、A superposition of the code according to the above five steps in sequence, encoding the final products constitutes a padlock. According to this product
encoding can consult the BEIAN-LOCK related sales customization and inquiry.

Webste:www.beian-lock.com
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Safety Padlocks
Create The First-class LOTO Brand

201/201L Series Engineering Plastic Safety Padlock

201 Series Engineering Plastic Safety Padlock

Widely used for chemical, beverage, electric, automobile and other industries.

Suitable for confined space, e.g. : chemical, military, oil and electric power industry
1.Durable, lightweight and insulated Xenoy® material lock body; 6.3mm diameter metal shackle; resistant to corrosion;
2.38mm & 76mm shackle height available；
3.Only 95g durable lock body, easy to be carried, none silicon, UV resistance and corrosion resistance;
4.With strong, durable and zinc plated steel lock shackle, which has excellent anti rust ability, and can increase the hardness of the lock shackle.
5.Made of copper alloy material lock cylinder , can effectively eliminate the metal friction sparks；
6.Key retaining feature: the key can be removed only if the padlock locked;
7.Specially design of the double slot key to meet the requirements of multi-level management, KD, KA, MK or KAMK available;

Hot
Sale
Stainless Steel Shackle

With Rewritable
Warning Lables

Steel Shackle

Nylon Shackle

Steel Cable Shackle

Xenoy® Durable Non-Conductive Lock Body,
Withstand Temperature From -57°C To 177°C,
Customizable Flame Retardant Lock Body

× √

All Brass Cylinder(7 hole)：
Anti-Rust, Anti-Oxidation, High Accuracy And
Low Efficiency, More Numbers Of Management

Product Name

Steel Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(red)
Steel Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(orange)
Steel Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(yellow)
Steel Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(green) steel A3
Steel Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(blue)
Steel Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(black)
Steel Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(white)
Steel Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(purple)

Internal structure (all metal parts):
The use of rust-proof material, compared to the
traditional plastic parts more durable wear, with
a higher precision, longer life

(Units:mm)

201RED

Key Retaining Feature: The Key Can
Be Removed Only If The Padlock Lokced
(Has The “LOCK OUT”Logo）

Shackle Series
Description
Material Choose
Standard:a key corresponding to a padlock (if two keys to be customized,please contact sales)

Item NO.

Item NO.

“S” stands for Stainless Steel Shackle
“FR” stands for flame retardantsafety padlocks
“211”stands for Steel automatic springback structure
Example 1:Steel Shackle Engineering Plastic Safety
Padlock(red)model:201REDS
Example 2:Steel automatic springback safety padlock
(yellow) model:211YLW

For custom Management Series / marking / labeling in advance to communicate with sales, to be customized.

Shackle Series
Material Choose
Standard:a key corresponding to a padlock (if two keys to be customized,please contact sales)
Product Name

Steel Long Shackle Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(red)
Steel Long Shackle Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(orange)
Steel Long Shackle Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(yellow)
KD
Steel Long Shackle Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(green)
Steel A3 KA
Steel Long Shackle Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(blue)
MK
Steel Long Shackle Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(black)
KAMK
Steel Long Shackle Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(white)
Steel Long Shackle Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(purple)

All Brass Key( Chrome Plated）：
Resistance Of Chemical, Extreme
Temperatures And Uv Rays

KD
KA
MK
KAMK

Description

“S” stands for Stainless steel Shackle
“211L”stands for Automatic springback structure
of long steel shackle
Example 1:Steel Long Shackle Engineering Plastic Safety
Padlock(red)model:201LREDS

For custom Management Series / marking / labeling in advance to communicate with sales, to be customized.

201LRED

(Units:mm)

202/202L Series Insulated, Antimagnetic, Explosion-Proof Safety Padlock
201LRED

202RED

201RED

Engineering Plastic Safety Padlock

202YLW

Suitable for confined space, e.g. : chemical, military, oil and electric power industry

202BLU
205RED 205BLU

202LRED

Insulated, Antimagnetic, Explosion-Proof Safety Padlock

1. 202 Series: 6.3mm diameter metal shackle，38/76mm height nylon shackle，Zenex™ Engineering plastic synthesized material lock body;
2.All parts are explosion-proof, antimagnetic, non-conductive -- plastic, copper or brass；
3.Only 68g durable lock body, easy to be carried, none silicon, UV resistance and corrosion resistance;
4.Made of copper alloy material lock cylinder , can effectively eliminate the metal friction sparks；
5.Nylon shackle: not only completely insulated, but also greatly increase the hardness of the lock shackle；
6.Specially design of the double slot key to meet the requirements of multi-level management, KD, KA, MK or KAMK available;

205GEN 205YLW

Steel Cable Safety Padlock

•Specially designed for LOCKED/TAGOUT;
•Made of unique engineering plastics,standard and robust,meet the OSHA1910.147 regulations;
•Anti-ultraviolet,not contain silicon,UV resistance and corrosion resistance;
•Specilally design of the double slot key to meet the requirements of multi-level management,
KD/KA/MK or KAMK available;
•8 colours or can be selected;
•Key retaining feature:the key can be removed only if the padlock locked.

Item NO.

Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof safety padlock(red)
Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof safety padlock(orange)
Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof safety padlock(yellow)
Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof safety padlock(green)
Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof safety padlock(blue)
Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof safety padlock(black)
Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof safety padlock(white)
Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof safety padlock(purple)

Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock Advantage Feature
1.30000 PCS Keyed Differ mutual opening rate 3/1000;
2.2500 groups KA system can be available;
3.2500 PCS Master Key Groups;
4.Lock body can be customized flame retardant material, called FR series;Structure can choose the design of automatic rebound like 211 series.

A variety of specifications for choice
Type 1.Lock body flame retardant test（FR201RED）

No Automatic Springback

201RED

×

02

Tel:0086-020-23889581

Type 3.Automatic Springback Lock
Automatic Springback

211RED

√
E-mail:sales@bestsafelock.com

www.kapekinternacional.com

“212” stands for Automatic spring back
KD
structure of insulating shackle
KA
MK
Example 1:Insulating shackle automatic rebound
KAMK
safety padlock (red)model:212LRED

(Units:mm)

Shackle
Series
Material
Choose
Standard:a key corresponding to a padlock (if two keys to be customized,please contact sales)
Product Name

Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof long shacklesafety padlock(red)
Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof long shacklesafety padlock(orange)
Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof long shacklesafety padlock(yellow)
Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof long shacklesafety padlock(green)
Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof long shacklesafety padlock(blue)
Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof long shacklesafety padlock(black)
Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof long shacklesafety padlock(white)
Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof long shacklesafety padlock(purple)

nylon fiber
increase the
loading-bearing
of lockshackle
(pull test>50ibs)

KD
KA
MK
KAMK

Description

“212L” stands for Automatic
spring back structure of
insulated long shackle
Example 1:Insulation long shackle
automatic rebound safety padlock
(green)model:212LGEN

For custom Management Series / marking / labeling in advance to communicate with sales, to be customized.
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nylon fiber
increase the
loading-bearing of
lockshackle(pull
test>50ibs)

Description

For custom Management Series / marking / labeling in advance to communicate with sales, to be customized.
202RED
Item NO.

Type 2.General Safety Padlock

Shackle
Series
Product Name
Material
Choose
Standard:a key corresponding to a padlock (if two keys to be customized,please contact sales)

202LRED

(Units:mm)

Webste:www.beian-lock.com
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Safety Padlocks
Create The First-class LOTO Brand

S02 Series Light Thermal Plastic Safety Padlock

205/206 Series Steel Cable Padlock
Applicable to the proximity of the switch electrical lockout, convenient to be centralized management.

Suitable for marine & outdoor use, and small aperture applications

1.Durable, lightweight and insulated Xenoy® material lock body;
2.3mm steel cable lock shackle, can be locked nearby the electrical appliances or other switches at the same time,save padlock
quantity and space, to facilitate centralized management; 150mm cable length.
3.Made of copper alloy material lock cylinder , can effectively eliminate the metal friction sparks；
4.Key retaining feature: the key can be removed only if the padlock locked;
5.Specially design of the double slot key to meet the requirements of multi-level management, KD, KA, MK or KAMK available;

1.Durable, lightweight, insulated and resistant to corrosion light thermal plastic lock body;
2.Shackle diameter 4.5mm,suitable for small aperture lockout point;
3.Made of copper alloy material lock cylinder , can effectively eliminate the metal friction sparks;
4.Key retaining feature: the key can be removed only if the padlock locked;
5.Specially design of the double slot key to meet the requirements of multi-level management, KD, KA, MK or KAMK available;

3mm
Diameter
Cable

(Units:mm)

KD
KA
MK
KAMK

“206” stands for steel cable surface
encapsulated
Example:steel cable engineering plastic
safety padlock encapsulated(red )model:
206RED

15.5

33
30
(Units:mm)

S02RED

Series
Description
Choose
Standard:a key corresponding to a padlock (if two keys to be customized,please contact sales)

Item NO.

20

steel cable safety padlock(red)
steel cable safety padlock(orange)
steel cable safety padlock(yellow)
steel cable safety padlock(green) 304 stainless steel
cable(encapsulated)
steel cable safety padlock(blue)
steel cable safety padlock(black)
steel cable safety padlock(white)
steel cable safety padlock(purple)

205RED

4.5

Series
Item NO.
Product Name
Shackle Material
Description
Choose
Standard:a key corresponding to a padlock (if two keys to be customized,please contact sales)

Product Name

Shackle Material

light thermal plastic insulated safety padlock(red)
light thermal plastic insulated safety padlock(orange)
light thermal plastic insulated safety padlock(yellow)
light thermal plastic insulated safety padlock(green) nylon fiberincrease
theloading-bearing
light thermal plastic insulated safety padlock(blue)
of lock shackle
light thermal plastic insulated safety padlock(black)
light thermal plastic insulated safety padlock(white)
light thermal plastic insulated safety padlock(purple)

KD
KA
MK
KAMK

“S01” stands for Steel Shackle
Example 1:Light thermal plastic steel safety
padlock (red)model:S01LRED

For custom Management Series / marking / labeling in advance to communicate with sales, to be customized

For custom Management Series / marking / labeling in advance to communicate with sales, to be customized

More Smaller

202RED

S01/S02/S03 Light Thermal Plastic Safety Padlock
Suitable for marine & outdoor use, and small aperture applications.

S01RED

S02RED

More Lighter

S02ORJ

S02BLU

Suitable For Small Lock

S02YLW

S02BLK

S02WHT

S02GEN

S02PRP

S03 Series Light Thermal Steel Cable Safety Padlock
Applicable to the proximity of the switch electrical lockout, convenient to be centralized management.

With Rewritable
Warning Lables

Hot
Sale
Steel Shackle

Nylon Shackle

Steel Cable Shackle

Xenoy® Durable Non-Conductive Lock Body,
Withstand Temperature From -57°C To 177°C/
Customizable Flame Retardant Lock Body

1.Durable, lightweight and insulated Xenoy® material lock body;
2.3mm steel cable lock shackle, can be locked nearby the electrical appliances or other switches at the same time,save padlock
quantity and space, to facilitate centralized management; 200mm cable length.
3.Made of copper alloy material lock cylinder , can effectively eliminate the metal friction sparks；
4.Key retaining feature: the key can be removed only if the padlock locked;
5.Specially design of the double slot key to meet the requirements of multi-level management, KD, KA, MK or KAMK available;
Item NO.

Shackle Material

Product Name

Series Choose

Standard:a key corresponding to a padlock (if two keys to be customized,please contact sales)
light thermal steel cable safety padlock(red)
light thermal steel cable safety padlock(orange)
light thermal steel cable safety padlock(yellow)
light thermal steel cable safety padlock(green)
light thermal steel cable safety padlock(blue)
light thermal steel cable safety padlock(black)
light thermal steel cable safety padlock(white)
light thermal steel cable safety padlock(purple)

All Brass Cylinder(5 hole)：
Anti-Rust, Anti-Oxidation, High Accuracy And
Low Efficiency, More Numbers Of Management

16

33

Key Retaining Feature: The Key Can
Be Removed Only If The Padlock Lokced
(Has The “LOCK OUT”Logo）

KD--keyed differ system
KA--keyed alike system
MK--differ&master key system
KAMK--alike&master key system

For custom Management Series / marking / labeling in advance to communicate with sales, to be customized

30
S03RED

304 stainless steel cable
(encapsulated)

(Units:mm)

All Brass Key( Chrome Plated）：
Resistance Of Chemical, Extreme
Temperatures And Uv Rays

More Smaller

More Lighter

Suitable For Small Lock

More suitable for the import of the protection switch (see below), the device comes with a keyhole, a smaller aperture,
a small lock body can be a perfect match to achieve the effect of locking.

S03RED

04

Tel:0086-020-23889581
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S03ORJ

S03BLU

S03YLW

S03BLK

Webste:www.beian-lock.com

S03WHT

S03GEN

S03PRP
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Safety Padlocks
Create The First-class LOTO Brand

101/102 Series Engineering Plastic Safety Padlock

102/102L Series Insulated, Antimagnetic, Explosion-Proof Safety Padlock

Designed for Lockout/Tagout, the widely used safety padlock.

Suitable for confined space, e.g. : chemical, military, oil and electric power industry

Steel Shackle

1. 102 Series: 6.3mm diameter metal shackle，38mm height nylon shackle，Zenex™ Engineering plastic synthesized material lock body;
2.All parts are explosion-proof, antimagnetic, non-conductive -- plastic, copper or brass；
3.Only 87g durable lock body, easy to be carried, none silicon, UV resistance and corrosion resistance;
4.Made of copper alloy material lock cylinder , can effectively eliminate the metal friction sparks；
5.Nylon shackle: not only completely insulated, but also greatly increase the hardness of the lock shackle；
6.Specially design of the double slot key to meet the requirements of multi-level management, KD, KA, MK or KAMK available;

Nylon Shackle

Xenoy® Durable Non-Conductive Lock Body,
Withstand Temperature From -57°C To 177°C/
Customizable Flame Retardant Lock Body

Item NO.

Series
Choose

Shackle Material

Product Name

Standard:a key corresponding to a padlock (if two keys to be customized,please contact sales)
Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof safety padlock(red)

With Rewritable
Warning Lables

Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof safety padlock(orange)
Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof safety padlock(yellow)
Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof safety padlock(green) nylon fiber
increase the loading-bearing of lock
Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof safety padlock(blue)
Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof safety padlock(black) shackle(pull test>50ibs)
Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof safety padlock(white)
Insulated,antimagnetic,explosion-proof safety padlock(purple)

All Brass Cylinder(7 hole)：
Anti-Rust, Anti-Oxidation, High Accuracy And
Low Efficiency, More Numbers Of Management
All Brass Key( Chrome Plated）：
Resistance Of Chemical, Extreme
Temperatures And Uv Rays

Key Retaining Feature: The Key Can
Be Removed Only If The Padlock Lokced

KD
KA
MK
KAMK

102RED

For custom Management Series / marking / labeling in advance to communicate with sales, to be customized.

(Units:mm)

08 501 Series Steel Cable Padlock

Designed for Lockout/Tagout，Widely Used Safety Padlock
1.Durable, lightweight and insulated Xenoy® material lock body; 6mm diameter metal shackle; resistant to corrosion;
2.38mm & 76mm shackle height available;
3.With strong, durable and zinc plated steel lock shackle, which has excellent anti rust ability, and can increase the hardness of the lock shackle;
4.Made of copper alloy material lock cylinder , can effectively eliminate the metal friction sparks;
5.Waterproof lock body labels: can be written "Danger" and "Owner"；Long body design can increase writing content, or you can
add a personal picture to be used by individual persons, and make sure the safety padlock management more strict;
6.Key retaining feature: the key can be removed only if the padlock locked;
7.Specially design of the double slot key to meet the requirements of multi-level management, KD, KA, MK or KAMK available;

101 Series Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock Advantage Feature:
1.30000 PCS Keyed Differ mutual opening rate 3/1000;
2. 8000 groups KA system can be available,the number of each group is not limited;
3. 8000 PCS Master Key Groups.

101/101L Series Engineering Plastic Safety Padlock
Suitable for confined space, e.g. : chemical, military, oil and electric power industry.

Shackle
Series
Description
Material Choose
Standard:a key corresponding to a padlock (if two keys to be customized,please contact sales)

101RED

Example 1:Steel Shackle Engineering Plastic
Safety Padlock(red)model:101REDS

6.2

Shackle
Series
Description
Material Choose
Standard:a key corresponding to a padlock (if two keys to be customized,please contact sales)

Tel:0086-020-23889581

21

Product Name

Series Choose

Description

Standard:two keys corresponding to a padlock
301RED
301BLU
301YLW

KD
“S” stands for stainless steel shackle
KA
Example 1:Steel Long Shackle Engineering
MK
Plastic Safety Padlock(red)model:101LREDS
KAMK

Engineering Plastics Long Body Safety Padlock(red)
KD/KA/
Lock body is made of sparkproof aluminum,and lock
Engineering Plastics Long Body Safety Padlock(yellow) MK/KAMK
shackle is steel chrome,and cylinder has a rebound effect.
Engineering Plastics Long Body Safety Padlock(blue)

40

For custom Management Series / marking / labeling in advance to communicate with sales, to be customized.

39

For custom Management Series / marking / labeling in advance to communicate with sales, to be customized.

06

Item NO.

20

Steel Long Shackle Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(red)

Steel Long Shackle Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(black)
Steel Long Shackle Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(white)
Steel Long Shackle Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(purple)

41

(Units:mm)

1.Designed for Lockout/Tagout, durable & lightweight aluminum padlock, Resistance to chemical corrosion, extreme temperature, and UV rays;
2.The solid structure of the lock body can withstand a strong external force, not containing silicon material;
3.Meet multi-level management requirements, KD, KA, MK and KAMK available;
4.Lock shackle mady by the strong and durable zinc plated steel material, electroplated surface, superior anti-rust, and can increase the hardness
of the lock shackle;

Product Name

Steel A3

41

501RED

Suitable for chemical & automobile industry

“S” stands for stainless steel shackle

For custom Management Series / marking / labeling in advance to communicate with sales, to be customized.

Steel Long Shackle Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(orange)
Steel Long Shackle Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(yellow)
Steel Long Shackle Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(green)
Steel Long Shackle Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(blue)

Example 1:Engineering Plastic Long Body Safety
Padlock(red)model:501LRED
Example 2:Engineering Plastics insulated long
shackle Safety Padlock(yellow) model:502YLW

For custom Management Series / marking / labeling in advance to communicate with sales, to be customized.

28

Item NO.

(Units:mm)

KD
KA
MK
KAMK

“L” stands for steel long shackle
“S” stands for stainless steel shackle
“502” stands for insulated shackleretardantsafety
“502L” stands for insulated long body shackle

09 Sparkproof Aluminum Safety Padlock

Product Name

Steel Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(red)
Steel Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(orange)
Steel Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(yellow)
Steel Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(green) steel A3
Steel Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(blue)
Steel Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(black)
Steel Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(white)
Steel Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(purple)

Product Name

Engineering Plastics Long Body Safety Padlock(red)
Engineering Plastics Long Body Safety Padlock(orange)
Engineering Plastics Long Body Safety Padlock(yellow)
KD
Engineering Plastics Long Body Safety Padlock(green)
steel A3 KA
Engineering Plastics Long Body Safety Padlock(blue)
MK
Engineering Plastics Long Body Safety Padlock(black)
KAMK
Engineering Plastics Long Body Safety Padlock(white)
Engineering Plastics Long Body Safety Padlock(purple)

1.Durable, lightweight and insulated Xenoy® material lock body; 6.3mm diameter metal shackle; resistant to corrosion;
2.38mm & 76mm shackle height available；
3.Only 105g durable lock body, easy to be carried, none silicon, UV resistance and corrosion resistance;
4.With strong, durable and zinc plated steel lock shackle, which has excellent anti rust ability, and can increase the hardness of the lock shackle.
5.Made of copper alloy material lock cylinder , can effectively eliminate the metal friction sparks；
6.Key retaining feature: the key can be removed only if the padlock locked;
7.Specially design of the double slot key to meet the requirements of multi-level management, KD, KA, MK or KAMK available;
Item NO.

Shackle Series
Description
Material Choose
Standard:a key corresponding to a padlock (if two keys to be customized,please contact sales)

Item NO.

101LRED

(Units:mm)

E-mail:sales@bestsafelock.com
Calle Las Rosas N°
314 Urb. Sagrada Familia - Bellavista Callao
T: (01) 265 5765 / 962649491/ 954823199 / 954638696
Tienda: Jr. Cotabambas N° 297 - Cercado de Lima - Lima T: (01) 428 2484
ventas@kapekinternacional.com

www.kapekinternacional.com

Webste:www.beian-lock.com
Calle Las Rosas N° 314 Urb. Sagrada Familia - Bellavista Callao
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Safety Padlocks
Create The First-class LOTO Brand

Superior corrosion resistance, anti-rust, hot selling products used in adverse circumstances.
ITEM NO.

C
B

1.Lock body & shackle are made of solid copper
alloy,waterproof and durable;
2.The lock cylinder made of copper alloy material,
with highly anti picking performance , excellent
anti-tamper,anti -impact;
3.Superior brass materials, advanced produce
technology,very suitable used in the lockout /
tagout system;
4.Meet multi-level management requirements, KD,
KA,MK and KAMK available;
5.3 Series available for selection.

A

D

63 Series

Description

Shackle Size(mm)

Width: 32mm，Height: 27mm, All Brass Lock Body，All Brass Short Shackle

A:

B:

C:

D:

6332

KD--keyed differ system

6332KA
6332MK

KA--keyed alike system

32
32

15
15

5
5

12.2
12.2

MK--differ&master key system

32

15

5

12.2

6332KAMK

KAMK--alike&master key system

32

15

5

12.2

Description

ITEM NO.

Shackle Size(mm)

Width: 32mm，Height: 27mm,All Brass Lock Body，All Brass Short Shackle

C

B

64 Series

6532

6438

6432

6332

Brass Key
Electroplated Surface

B
A

D

65 Series

4.7
4.7
4.7

12.5
12.5
12.5

6432KA
6432MK

KA--keyed alike system
MK--differ&master key system

6432KAMK

KAMK--alike&master key system

32

32

4.7

12.5

A:

B:

C:

D:

6438

KD--keyed differ system

38

38

6.3

12.8

6438KA
6438MK

KA--keyed alike system

38

38

6.3

12.8

MK--differ&master key system

6438KAMK

KAMK--alike&master key system

38
38

38
38

6.3
6.3

12.8
12.8

Description

• BEIAN-LOCK provide 8 colours body,Can be used by multi-department without conflict;
• There are different types of lockout/tagout locks according to the different equipments and powers types, The duty officer
will be respectively to give out workers and himself a padlock. Usually, the color of these locks are marked as follows
(different companies may have different rules):
Green- Instrument and Electrical Department

Purple-Water conservancy supervision department

Blue- Mechanical Maintenance Department

Yellow-Safety Management Department

Red- Operation Department

White-Director and Managers

Black- The Contractor

Orange-Others

Padlock Labels

Electroplated
Surface
• BEIAN-LOCK can
provide customized service for you with fast and easy identification of the padlocks;
• Labels：can be written the workers name, adding the personal photo, ID ,department and company e.g.;
• Photo ID make the safety padlock has special stickers , can immediately identify owners when used in factory.

Shackle Size(mm)

Width: 32mm，Height: 27mm, All Brass Lock Body，All Brass Short Shackle

A:

B:

C:

D:

6532

KD--keyed differ system

32

51

4.7

12.2

6532KA
6532MK

KA--keyed alike system

32

51

4.7

12.2

MK--differ&master key system

32

51

4.7

12.2

6532KAMK

KAMK--alike&master key system

12.2

32

51

4.7

Width: 32mm，Height: 27mm ,All Brass Lock Body，All Brass Short Shackle

A:

B:

C:

D:

6538

KD--keyed differ system

6538KA
6538MK

KA--keyed alike system

38
38

64
64

6.3
6.3

12.5
12.5

MK--differ&master key system

38

64

6.3

12.5

6538KAMK

KAMK--alike&master key system

38

64

6.3

12.5

Steel Laminated Safety Padlock

Traceability of Keys
• BEIAN-LOCK can provide customized service for you with fast and easy identification of the padlocks;
• Key encoding customize: each key has a unique serial number to ensure that's no any duplication of
keys, provide the customers with unique user ID number, and can encoding the serial number if customers
has the demands;
• E.g:Beian-Lock company can be encoded，T123/K625/J619/605A.

Suitable for special circumstances & requirements.
Description

ITEM NO.

Shackle Size（mm）
C:

Width: 30mm，Height: 26.5mm,lock body，steel shackle

430RED
430LRED
430KARED
430LKARED

KD
KD
KA
KA

430MKRED
430KAMKRED

MK
KAMK

14.5
14.5

KD
KD
KA
KA

440MKRED
440KAMKRED

MK
KAMK

Width: 45mm，Height: 33mm,lock body，steel shackle

445RED
445LRED
445KARED
445LKARED

KD
KD
KA
KA

445MKRED
445KAMKRED

MK
KAMK

4 Series Steel Laminated Safety Padlock

8 Colours：RED
WHT

Tel:0086-020-23889581

、 ORJ
、 PRP

KD
KA
MK
KAMK
、YLW

F:

17
39.5

17.5
17.5

5
5

14.5

17

17.5

5

39.5

17.5

5

14.5

17

17.5

5

14.5

17

17.5

5

C:

D:

E:

F:

20.5
20.5

24
53

22.5
22.5

6
6

20.5
20.5

24
53

22.5
22.5

6
6

20.5

24

22.5

6

20.5
C:

24
D:

22.5
E:

6
F:

21
21

25.5
60

23.5
23.5

7
7

21

25.5

23.5

7

21

60

23.5

7

21

25.5

23.5

7

21

25.5

23.5

7

D:

E:

F:

Width: 50mm，Height: 37.5mm,lock body，steel shackle

450RED
450KARED
450MKRED
450KAMKRED

E:

14.5

Width: 40mm，Height: 33mm,lock body，steel shackle

440RED
440LRED
440KARED
440LKARED

D:

C:

24.5

28.5

26

8

24.5
24.5

28.5
28.5

26
26

8
8

24.5

28.5

26

8

、GEN

、BLU

、BLK

、

F
C

D

1.Nickel plated steel lock body, secure and economy, the
strengthening structure of the laminated lock can withstand
strong external force. A3 steel shackle, superior anti rust;
2.The lock cylinder made of copper alloy material, with
highly anti picking performance , excellent anti-tamper,
anti -impact;
3. Meet multi-level management requirements,
KD, KA, MK and KAMK available;
4.Engrave numbers on lock bottom and key,
Independent ID number;
5.7 Item types available.

08

32
32
32

32
32
32

B

11

D:

E

A

4 Series

F

C

Laser Engraving Service

A way to make your safety padlock personalized and durable at a long time.
• Available to aluminium padlock and Xenoy® Engineering plastics padlock;
• Laser names, marks or key codes, you can select the important information engraved
on the padlock;
• Engraving the information on the front, side or back of the locks by laser;
• Contact your dealer or BEIAN-LOCK to get the order and price information.

D

6538

C:

KD--keyed differ system

ITEM NO.
C

B:

6432

Width: 38mm，Height: 32mm,All Brass Lock Body，All Brass Short Shackle
D

A

A:

B

10

Lock Body Colours

All Brass Safety Padlock

LASER WORDS OR SIMPLE PICTURES

E

A

Waterproof And Dustproof Rubber Sleeve
Suitable for a rainy day, such as dust, dust environment(For the 201 series)
Item NO.
430BLU

Description

Product Name
Waterproof And Dustproof Rubber Sleeve:Full Transparency
Waterproof and dustproof Steel Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(red)
Waterproof and dustproof Steel Engineering Plastics
Waterproof and dustproof Steel Engineering Plastics
Waterproof and dustproof Steel Engineering Plastics
Waterproof and dustproof Steel Engineering Plastics

Safety Padlock(orange) “DP” stands for Waterproof and
Safety Padlock(yellow) dustproof
Safety Padlock(green)
Safety Padlock(blue)
Example 1:Waterproof and dustproof

Waterproof and dustproof Steel Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(black)
Waterproof and dustproof Steel Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(white)
Waterproof and dustproof Steel Engineering Plastics Safety Padlock(purple)

Steel Engineering PlasticsSafety
Padlock(red),model:DP201RED

For custom Management Series / marking / labeling in advance to communicate with sales, to be customized.
445BLU

Calle Las Rosas N°
314 Urb. Sagrada Familia - Bellavista Callao
E-mail:sales@bestsafelock.com
T: (01) 265 5765 / 962649491/ 954823199 / 954638696
Tienda: Jr. Cotabambas N° 297 - Cercado de Lima - Lima T: (01) 428 2484
ventas@kapekinternacional.com

www.kapekinternacional.com

Calle Las Rosas N° 314 Urb. Sagrada Familia - Bellavista Callao
Webste:www.beian-lock.com
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Safety Tags and Labels
Create The First-class LOTO Brand
General purpose

The most common use of several security
tags on the market , in line with OSHA
standard loto.
Width：80mm
Material：PVC
Height：148mm
Thickness：0.42mm

Use the label together with a safety padlock to boldly warn that the equipment is locked
out and cannot be operated; also warn that the lockout procedure may only be cancelled
by the person who performs it. When used in factories, the worker using the equipment
can be identified immediately to protect his safety;
Safety tag, is used to do the overall control of equipment to protect personnel from injury,
equipment from damage；

2-Copy Lockout Tags

Safety Tags and Labels

suitable for use in more complicated isolation procedures;Being traceable is a very important
characteristic of the tags;
Affix 1st copy onto the isolated point. 2nd copy can be tore out
and returned to the person in charge as confirmation of completion
of the isolation procedure. Both copies of the tag can be used to
record lockout details thus to help achieve the traceability of
the LOTO procedure;
Upon finish of the work, the 2-copy tag can be archived as the long-term
records of the work. Both copies are reusable after erased if written with a
whiteboard pen;
Material: Art Paper.

The 15mm diameter brass grommet is suitable for most safety padlocks on themarket；
3 options for choice:English/Chinese/English&Chinese on front and back;made of
polystyrene;surface plastic-clad.

Advanced customization: tag
can be customized plastic, need to
advance contact with the sales
negotiations, not spot to be
customized.

Contents on the front and back side are coincident:
Note,Do Not Operate,Isolation Reason,Authorized Personnel,
Equipment Isolation Date,Location,etc.

more waterproof、more durable

ITEM NO.
Front

Back

BAN-P07-1

Other Security Tags

BAN-P01

BEIAN-LOCK can provide customized services according to the customer's demand.
Material:PVC,Stainless Steel Sheet,etc;
Thickness:0.3-2.5mm:Sizes can be selected by yourself;
Printing Requirement:Customized as required by customers(Such as company logo,
content,etc).

Front

BAN-P02

Back

BAN-P96

BAN-P98

BAN-P99

BAN-P103

Width：75mm
Material：PVC
Height：145mm
Thickness：0.42mm

Ladder Sign Tag
Suitable for all ladders and platforms
Need regular and detailed inspections of the ladder;
Ladder sign tag shows detailed information of ladder class and ladder state;
Checklist is displayed on the back side;
We recommend using a ladder sign tag to remind safety.
Contents on front：
Ref No.,Class,Duty Rating,Max Static Vert Load,Application,Risk Assessed,
Next ladder inspection due,Date,Signature;
Contents on back：
Notes about ladder pre-use checks and in use checks ;
Manufacturer Information:company name,website,telephone and email.
Contents on scaffold tag：
Contents:scaffold tag,NO.,DO Not Use Scaffold.

ITEM NO.
BAN-P21
BAN-P21B
BAN-P139

BAN-P136

BAN-P137

Description
English on front and back;
overall dimensions: 265mm×100mm; 50 pcs/pack

Description
Ladder Sign Tag
Insertion card in English for test occasions

BAN-P97

Professional Scaffold Record Tag
The world's leading scaffold state labeling system
Front

Back
BAN-P03
BAN-P104

BAN-P138

BAN-P100

BAN-P101

Professional scaffold record tag introduces international scaffold management
concept,suitable for managing complex sites;
New 2.0mm PVC plastic cards, suitable for complex outdoor conditions,
sun-resistant and waterproof;
With engineering ABS plastic base,anti-ultraviolet and lightweight,easy to carry.
Contents on front：
NO.,position,applicant,built by, date, signature,scope,etc.
Contents on back：
Date,signature,normal or not,rail layers,scaffold-out date,etc.
Contents on tag shelf：
Contents:scaffold tag,NO.,DO Not Use Scaffold.

ITEM NO.
Front

Back

BAN-P102

Plastic-clad Effect

Pocket-type Tag

BAN-P04

10

BAN-P23
BAN-P23-1

Tel:0086-020-23889581

E-mail:sales@bestsafelock.com
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Description
Scaffold Tag
Insertion card in English for test occasions

Webste:www.beian-lock.com
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Lockout Hasps
Create The First-class LOTO Brand

Safety hasps accommodate multiple lockouts on the same equipment

1.Surface made of zinc aluminum alloy material and applied with anti-rust plating
coat and bright red vinyl resin insulated layer;
2.Max. shackle diameter:8.0mm (diameter);
3.Hasp hook with the diameter of 1"(2.5cm) and 1.5" (3.8cm) provided.
4.The jaws can avoid the hasp self-opening.

Used on theI energy cut-off switch;
The equipment can not work in the maintenance;
Equipment can be operated normally only if the last man opened the padlock;
A variety of styles to meet the majority needs: sparkproof aluminium hasp,
tamper-resistant steel hasp,non-conductive nylon hasp.

ITEM NO.

Sparkproof Hasp Lock

Suitable for confined space, e.g. : chemical, military, oil and electric power industry.
Hook the minimum is 4 mm

BAN-K21

Hook the minimum is 5 mm

BAN-K21

Hasps Diameter is 1"(2.5CM)

BAN-K22

Hasps Diameter is 1.5"(3.8CM)

10 Holes Hasps

Hot
Sale

Made of high quality aluminum plate;
This hasp suitable for locking the various forms of sources of energies,preferably suitable for more
than one worker in concurrent maintenance to perform the LOTO procedure;
To ensure the safety when doing the LOTO procedure, it requires that workers
must attach great importance to protect their own lockout hasp;
Equip with a set of spare tags (different languages optional) at the same time that
can provide the convenience of personnel safety management;
Product weight：110g;
Products can be used by more than diameter 8mm lock hole;
Made of durable environmentally friendly aluminum material with oxidation
treatment surface; has red, blue, yellow 3 different colors(can be customized-colors).

Made of zinc aluminum alloy material, surface coating
（Anti-sparks, rust-proof, wear-resistant）

Maximize the lock hook is 7 mm
Maximize the lock hook is 6 mm

The size of the keyhole can lock
≤ 8mm safety padlock

BAN-K22

Description

Bright red vinyl resin insulating layer
(not conductive, non-slip, rust)

The product is more rust-proof than the steel buckle, more durable than the aluminum buckle wear.
5

Sparkproof Hasp Lock

ITEM NO.
BAN-K64RED
BAN-K64YLW

1.Surface made of zinc aluminum alloy material and
applied with anti-rust plating coat and bright red
vinyl resin insulated layer;
2.Max. shackle diameter:8.0mm (diameter);
3.Hasp hook with the diameter of 1"(2.5cm) and 1.5"
(3.8cm) provided.
ITEM NO.

BAN-K64BLU

Hasps Diameter is 1"(2.5CM)

BAN-K12

Hasps Diameter is 1.5"(3.8CM)

Size：163.4mm×65mm
Holds up to 10 padlocks
Different colours can be selected

Non-Conductive Nylon Hasps
Suitable used in electric power isolation with high requirements of anti-corrosive or explosion-proof place.

Description

BAN-K11

Description

BAN-K11

BAN-K12

Steel Hasps

The lock beam is made of DuPont nylon.,and insulated Xenoy® material lock body;
The insulated nylon lock hook can hold 2-4 padlocks at the maximum.
Made of imported environmentally friendly plastic materials, anti chemical corrosion,
can still work effectively in extreme environment (-50 ℃ to +125 ℃) ;

1.Surface made of hardened steel material and applied
with anti-rust plating coat and bright red vinyl resin
insulated layer;
2.Max. shackle diameter: 3/8"(9.5mm) (diameter);
3.Hasp hook with the diameter of 1"(2.5cm) and 1.5"
(3.8cm) provided.
ITEM NO.

12

BAN-K01

Hasps Diameter is 1"(2.5CM)

BAN-K02

Hasps Diameter is 1.5"(3.8CM)

Tel:0086-020-23889581

ITEM NO.

Description
BAN-K01

BAN-K02

E-mail:sales@bestsafelock.com
Calle Las Rosas N°
314 Urb. Sagrada Familia - Bellavista Callao
T: (01) 265 5765 / 962649491/ 954823199 / 954638696
Tienda: Jr. Cotabambas N° 297 - Cercado de Lima - Lima T: (01) 428 2484
ventas@kapekinternacional.com

www.kapekinternacional.com

Description

BAN-K44

Lock beam diameter is 3mm

BAN-K45

Lock beam diameter is 6mm

Webste:www.beian-lock.com
Calle Las Rosas N° 314 Urb. Sagrada Familia - Bellavista Callao
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Lockout Hasps
Create The First-class LOTO Brand

Non-Conductive Nylon Hasps(BAN-K48)

Hot
Sale

Improved version of the K41/K42/43 of insulated nylon lockout hasp;
Has the same function, smaller size and more easily to be carried;
Identifi cation label included;
Nylon hook diameter 3mm.
Description
ITEM NO.
hold 3 padlocks at the maximum

Non-Conductive Nylon Hasps(BAN-K41)

Adjustable Steel Cable Lockouts

The cable length is 1.5 m and 1.8 m respectively to choose from, the cable diameter 4 mm.
1.This is a novel and practical five-hole product.
2.Imported green plastic material, resistant to chemical corrosion, can be able to work
effectively in extreme environments (-50℃ to +125℃).
3.Five padlocks can work at the same time; Can be used in conjunction with snap locks,
allowed more workers simultaneous operating
4.Keyhole diameter:8mm, suitable for the locks with shackle below 8mm
5.Cable core is made of stainless steel; Outer layer is made of translucent and tough plastic
6.There are labels with date and signature on the product,convenience for security management.

Hot
Sale

Operation process

Made of imported environmentally friendly plastic materials, anti chemical corrosion, can
still work effectively in extreme environment (-50 ℃ to +125 ℃) ;
Hasp lockhole diameter is 8mm，available used by the diameter less than 8mm lockout devices;
The insulated nylon lock hook can hold 3-6 padlocks at the maximum;
Locked mode: up and down push pull open.
ITEM NO.

Description

BAN-K41

hold 6 padlocks at the maximum

ITEM NO.

Non-Conductive Nylon Hasps(BAN-K42)

Description

BAN-L10

Adjustable Steel Cable Lock（Cable with black protective sleeve）a 1.5M-long steel cable (diameter: 4mm) included

BAN-L10-1

Adjustable Steel Cable Lock（Cable with black protective sleeve）a 1.8M-long steel cable (diameter: 4mm) included

Application examples

Made of imported environmentally friendly plastic materials, anti chemical corrosion, can
still work effectively in extreme environment (-50 ℃ to +125 ℃) ;
Hasp lockhole diameter is 8mm，available used by the diameter less than 8mm lockout devices;
D

The insulated nylon lock hook can hold 3-6 padlocks at the maximum.

Conventional size cable diameter
3mm / 4mm, the length of the
existing 0.5m, 1.2m, 1.5m, 1.8m,
2.0m.

Locked mode: up and down push pull open.
ITEM NO.

Description

BAN-K42

hold 6 padlocks at the maximum

Non-Conductive Nylon Hasps(BAN-K43)

Cable can be customized length, diameter

Made of imported environmentally friendly plastic materials, anti chemical corrosion, can
still work effectively in extreme environment (-50 ℃ to +125 ℃) ;
Hasp lockhole diameter is 8mm，available used by the diameter less than 8mm lockout devices;
The insulated nylon lock hook can hold 3-6 padlocks at the maximum;
Locked mode: side open.
ITEM NO.

Description

BAN-K43

hold 6 padlocks at the maximum

Five - Hole Cable Lockouts
1.Main part is made from high strength polypropylene; Cable is made of galvanized steel wire.
2.economical, flexible and practicable.
3.The locks are suitable for the lockout of gate valves in various sizes and many electrical cabinet
switch locks.
4.Easy for carrying. Widely applied.
5.Non-slip design, with excellent mechanical properties, heat resistance, impact resistance, high
temperature resistance and insulation.
ITEM NO.
BAN-L13

Operation process

Description
Steel cable diameter:3mm;length:1.2mm(custom-makeable as required by customers)

BAN-L13

14
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Cable System Lockouts
Create The First-class LOTO Brand

Adjustable Butterfly Valve Lockouts（BAN-F64）

Cable Lockouts

Widely used in chemical,beverage,electric,automobile and other industries.

This cable lock is an ideal equipment for cable device lockout.
1.Made of anti-impact polypropylene; stainless steel internal parts；
2.With 8 holes in a diameter of 7mm,cable diameter 4mm；
3.With handle on the cable lockout,convenient for operating；
BAN-L31
4.2m heavy-duty steel cable wire with PVC coating provided；
5.No evident graceful degeneratiaon is observed during the de la test at -55°C to 55°C；
6.Non-slip design, with excellent mechanical properties, heat resistance, impact resistance, high temperature resistance and insulation.

1.Made of good-quality high-strength thermal plastics resistable to high temperature.
usable in an environment at 180°C at the highest；
2.Good chemical property; resistant to oil stains and chemical product corrosions；
3.Four holes for locking according to the extended heights of the handle;Locking
effect will be the best if use with the cable lockouts.

Operation process

New

Lock hole diameter is 4 mm

Slot with min.27mm,
max.47mm,height 13mm
ITEM NO.

Description

Steel cable diameter is 4mm with red transparent plastic bag,
and length is 0.5/1.2/2m

BAN-L31

4 holes for locking according
to the extended heights of the
handle;Locking effect will be
the best if use with the cable
lockouts.

Economical Fish-Shaped Cable Lockouts
1.Main part is made from high strength polypropylene；
2.1.8m /3m cable is composed of galvanized steel wire with polyurethane plastic coating；
3.Unique cable lock device; can hold a maximum of 6 padlocks with a diameter of 9/32"(7.1mm)；
4.Non-slip design, with excellent mechanical properties, heat resistance, impact resistance, high temperature resistance
and insulation.

BAN-F64

BAN-F64
According to the distance between the
handle of the butterfly valve.

Suitable for locking out 0.8~4.5cm butterfly valves;

Operation process

Operation process

ITEM NO.
BAN-L21

BAN-L21

Description

Steel cable diameter is 4mm with red transparent
plastic bag,and length is 0.5/1.2/2m

Hasp Cable Wire Combination Lockouts
1.This products contains a quality hasp and 1.8-meter cable wire, which enables users
to easily create a LOTO procedure and isolate many types of energy sources；
2.When used without the cable, the equipment becomes a safety hasp which can
hold 6 padlocks at the maximum；
3.When used together with the cable, the equipment is a multifunctional cable lockout
device which can allow for a single authorized staff member or a maximum of six
authorized staff members for group lockout/tagout operation；
4.When the cable is used, this device is suitable for many applications, including the
application in electrical cut-off, large gate valves and even in the locking device of
the steering wheel of a forklift.
ITEM NO.

Standard Ball Valve Lockouts（Steel）
1.Specailly used to lock the right angle turning and turned off ball valves；
2.Small locks（BAN-F03）available for DN8-DN50 ball valve lockout；
3.Big locks（BAN-F04）available for DN50-DN200 ball valve lockout；
4.Made of standard A3 plate, surface treatment by high temperature spray, not easy to rust；
5.Max. valve stem width: 30.5mm; max. valve stem thickness: 7.6mm.
ITEM NO.
BAN-F03
BAN-F04

Description

Applicable to the valve size / pipe diameter 6.4mm-25.4mm
Applicable to the valve size / pipe diameter 31.8mm-76.2mm

Operation process

Description

Steel cable diameter is 4mm with red transparent
plastic bag,and length is 0.5/1.2/2m
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Valve Lockouts
Create The First-class LOTO Brand

Adjustable Valve Lockouts

ITEM NO.
BAN-F07

Adjustable Valve Lockouts(BAN-F01/F02)

Gate Valve Lockouts
It is available for both
on and off states

Widely used in factories,architecture,chemical,electric,hospital and other industries.
1.Made of strong injection-molded polypropylene material；
2.Available in five sizes for choice；
3.Locks with a shackle diameter of 9.5mm at the max. can be used；
4.Warning labels in English available；
5.Red and Full Transparent can be selected.
Item NO.
BAN-F11
BAN-F11CR

Description

BAN-F12

BAN-F01

Small one for DN8-DN50 Ball Valve

BAN-F02

Large one for DN50-DN200 Ball Valve

High Temperature Gate Valve Lockout

BAN-F12CR
BAN-F13
BAN-F13CR

Flame Retardant Adjustable Ball Valve Lockouts （BAN-F01FR）

BAN-F14

With flame retardant materials,play an important role in fire protection.
Suitable for high-temperature and rigorous industrial environments.
Flame Retardant

Environmental

Available for DN50-DN200 ball vavle lockouts

suitable for 7.3~21.5cm pipelines;

1.Made of excellent quality polypropylene material;
2.Small locks (BAN-F01) suitable for pipelines with a diameter of 1.3cm to 6.4cm;
3. Small locks also suitable for locking out the valves in ON position on pipelines with a diameter
of 1.3cm to 3.2cm;
4. Big locks (BAN-F02) suitable for pipelines with a diameter of 5cm to 20cm;
5.Highly anti-crack; highly abrasion-resistant; resistible to extreme temperature variations (-46°C
to 183°C).

ITEM NO.

Description

Fireproof

Durable

BAN-F14CR
Full Transparent Gate Valve Lockout

BAN-F15

Description
Stem Diameter25mm-64mm(1"-2.5")
Stem Diameter64mm-127mm(2.5"-3")
Stem Diameter127mm-165mm(5"-6.5")

Stem Diameter165mm-254mm(6.5"-10")
Stem Diameter254mm-330mm(10"-13")

Adjustable Valve Lockouts(BAN-F05/F06/F07)

1.Made of good-quality high-strength thermal plastics resitible to high temperature; usable in an environment at 180°C
at the highest;
2.Can lock out bidirectional rotating ball valves;
3.Large-sized and small-sized products available: small-sized ones suitable for 1.3~7cm pipelines;large-sized ones for
7.3~21.5cm pipelines;
4.Valve lockouts can be used for some heightened & lengthened handles if add the baffle.

Note:The hole cover can be took apart by pliers.
High Temperature Test

Note:Temperature:180/200℃,without out of shape or melting;only surface with black coating.

Front 180℃

ITEM NO.
BAN-F05

Description
Available for DN8-DN50 ball vavle lockouts

Remark
the front part with a baffle

suitable for 1.3~7cm pipelines;

ITEM NO.
BAN-F06

Description
Available for DN50-DN70 ball vavle lockouts

Remark
the front part with a baffle

suitable for 1.3~7cm pipelines;
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Back 180℃

Front 200℃

Back 200℃

Adjustable Valve Lockouts
1.General-purpose gate valve locks suitable for 2.5cm to 16.5cm valve handles;
conventional gate valve locks need three sets of locks to achieve the same effect.
2.Made of sturdy and durable polypropylene material; usable in an environment at
-25°C to 90°C.
3.Small size and easy for carrying and keeping.
4.Warning labels in English available.
ITEM NO.
BAN-F16

Calle Las Rosas N° 314 Urb. Sagrada Familia - Bellavista Callao
T: (01) 265 5765 / 962649491/ 954823199 / 954638696
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Note:Full transparent gate valve lockout,internal structure is clearly visible.

BAN-F16

Description
Suitable for valve handles with a valve stem diameter of 2.5cm to 16.5cm

Webste:www.beian-lock.com
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Valve Lockouts
Create The First-class LOTO Brand

Adjustable Flange Ball
Valve
Lockouts
ITEM
NO.

Universal Valve Lockouts

1.Used for DN8-DN125 flange ball valve which has taken apart the valve handle;
2.Available for the maximum diameter 9mm padlocks；
3.Warning labels in English available.

1.Made of industrial grade steel and nylon; chemical resistant capability;
2.The clamp with a new type jaw can be fastened on the closed ring; used in wide handles;
3.Also suitable for locking out large levers and T-shaped handles and other machines and
equipment which are hard to be fastened;
4.1/8"(3.2mm) insulated nylon or metal wires with antirust coating are optional as cable
attachments;
5.Large all-purpose gate valve lock: suitable for handles with a max. width of 4cm (max.
thickness of 2.8cm);
6.Small all-purpose gate valve lock: suitable for handles with a max. width of 2.5cm (max.
thickness of 1.5cm);
7.Available for gate values，ball values，and butterfly values etc.
Item NO.

Description

BAN-F31

Single-arm universal ball valve lockout

BAN-F32

Double-arm universal ball valve lockout

BAN-F33

Universal gate valve lockout

BAN-F34

Universal butterfly valve lockout

BAN-F35

Universal valve lockout

Description

Item NO.

Description

BAN-F08

Made of polypropylene (PP)

Butterfly Valve Lockouts
1.Made of good-quality high-strength thermal plastics resistable to high temperature;usable in an environment at 180°C at
the highest；
2.Suitable for locking out 0.8~4.5cm butterfly valves；
3.Good chemical property; resistant to oil stains and chemical product corrosions.
Item NO.

Description

Single stop-arm all-purpose
ball valve locks(BAN-F31)

Item NO.

use the stop arm to lock out the square
turn ball value

Double stop-arm all-purpose
ball valve locks(BAN-F32)

Description
use two stop arms to lock out the 3-way, 4-way or
5-way valves or lock out the valves in the throttled
position for operation and control.

Item NO.
BAN-F21

Description
Available for 0.8cm-4.5cm Vavle

Plug Valve Safety Lockouts
Item NO.
All-purpose gate valve
locks(BAN-F33)

Description
uses the cable attachment to
lock out gate valves

Item NO.
The clamping jaw of the
all-purpose butterfly valve
lock(BAN-F34)

Description
fasten on the disc-shaped handle to prevent the plate
handle to close. The valve is thus unresettable

Designed for plug valves which are hard to be locked out. The rate of application of plug valves in the industrial valve field reaches
almost twenty percent.
1.Available in 4 sizes for choice; suitable for
hand-operated plug valves with a diameter of 1"to 8";
2.Effectively suitable for these hard-to-be-locked-out valves;
3. Long-lived and durable and damage preventing;
4.Compact body; easy for use;
5.Usable at a temperature at -31°C - 93°C.
Item NO.

Item NO.

Description

All-purpose gate valve locks(BAN-F35)
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Measure the size from A to B, viz., the
diameter of the valve stem, then choose a
right plug valve lock in response to the
diameter.

Description

BAN-F41

Suitable for valve stems with a diameter of 2.2cm

BAN-F42

Suitable for valve stems with a diameter between 2.3cm and 3.49cm

BAN-F43

Suitable for valve stems with a diameter between 4.4cm and 5.39cm

BAN-F44

Suitable for valve stems with a diameter between 5.5cm and 6.35cm

Webste:www.beian-lock.com
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Electrical Switch Lockouts
Create The First-class LOTO Brand
We have tested the hundreds of circuit breaker structure and model;

Nylon mini circuit breaker lockout, this mini circuit breaker lockout can be matched
with other locks to using for MCBS, RCBOS, RCCBS circuit breakers, ON or OFF
position all available;

Including common brands, such as Allen Bradley、ABB、Cutler Hammer、General Rlectric、Siemens、Square and so on；
Widely used in factories, construction sites, hospitals, chemical, power plants and so on.

Red & Yellow colours.

Multi-functional Breaker Lockouts

Widely used in chemical,beverage,electric,automobile and other industries.

1.New designed electric switch lockout with adjustable measurement scales at the bottom of breaker lockouts.
The stop rob is 40mm long,can lock out circuit breaker with a handle width ≦37mm;Suitable for 480/600V
circuit breaker When adjust the length,turn the bottom hook over 90°.There are 6 scale marks on the right,
move the bottom hook to the suitable position;
2.Lock out the circuit breaker with slidable long pallet;Still can work effectively under extreme environments
(temperature at -45℃to +130℃);
3.Keyhole diameter:7mm,Suitable for the lockouts with the shackle within 7mm;Can hold 10 pcs padlocks.
4.With label on the product,can mark date and sign,convenient for safety management.

BAN-D88YLW

BAN-D01 Mini Circuit Breaker Lockout（Pin-Out）
Push button operated and locates into the 2 holes either side of the breaker
switch (see illustration). Fits most popular breakers up to 60 Amp. Will also
fit breakers connected with a cross bar. Locates prongs inside.

BAN-D02 Mini Circuit Breaker Lockout（Pin-In）

According to the handle type circuit breaker,
the scope of application is wide.

Handle size increased, easy to operate
Keyhole diameter:7mm

BAN-D88RED

Push button operated and locates into the 2holes either side of the breaker
switch (see illustration). Fits most popular breakers up to 60 Amp. Will also
fit breakers connected with a cross bar. Locates prongs outside.

Hot
Sale

BAN-D03 Pull Type Circuit Breaker Lockout
Adjustable plate, according to the
position of the bayonet breaker

Adjustable thumb wheel operation and fits larger or multi-pole circuit
breakers connected with a cross bar. No holes in the breakers are required.

Adjustable sliding block, according to
the size of the circuit breaker handle

BAN-D04 Mini Circuit Breaker Lockout（Pin
outward and widened）

BAN-D95

Item NO.

Description

BAN-D95

Lock circuit breaker handle width ≤ 38mm, height ≤ 19mm

Push button operated and locates into the 2 holes either side of the breaker
switch (see illustration). Extra wide for larger breakers over 60 Amp. Will
also fit breakers connected with a cross bar. Locates prongs inside.

Snap-on Circuit Breaker Lockouts

Miniature Circuit Breaker Lockouts
1.A safe and effective method to lock out mini circuit breakers; universal for European and Asian equipment;
2.No tools are needed for the installation of the miniature circuit breaker. You just need a button to finish installation easily;
3.Thumb wheel is used for pull rod type locks for quick completion of installation; available as single-pole and multiple-pole
circuit breakers for choice;

BAN-D11 BAN-D12 widely applied: suitable for various single-hole and multihole circuit breakers with a built-in
tripping device.
1.Use the wing screws to fix the lock on the switch knob; then fasten the stop cover on the wing screw and lock it
out to avoid loosing;
2.The brand new blade type design applies less force onto the wing screw but makes engagement tighter;
3.The removable clamping plate (included) further expands the scope of application;
4.Can use locks with a shackle diameter of 7mm at the max.

Item NO.
BAN-D01
BAN-D02

Description
Suitable for miniature circuit breaker hole ≤12mm
Suitable for miniature circuit breaker hole ≤12mm

BAN-D03

Suitable for multistage miniature circuit breakers

Can lockout circuit breakers with a handle width ≤18mm;

BAN-D04

Suitable for miniature circuit breaker hole ≤20mm
For locking MCBs/RCBOs/RCCBs circuit breakers

Suitable for 120/277V circuit breakers.

BAN-D88

Product Size：Width 16.5mm x Depth11.6mm;

BAN-D11
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Electrical Switch Lockouts
Create The First-class LOTO Brand
BAN-D12

Multi-function Breaker Lockouts

Product Size：Width 41.2mm x Depth 13.9mm;
Can lockout circuit breakers with a handle width ≤42mm;
Suitable for 480/600V circuit breaker.

Multi-function Breaker Lockouts (BAN-D17)
1.Locks of this type can be fixed fastly and easily without using any tools.
2.The general-purpose design is suitable for various single-pole, double-pole and three-pole handle circuit breakers. The locks
can be installed so easily that there is no need to modify the panel or the circuit breaker.
Item NO.

Description

BAN-D17

Lock-out lock shackle diameter ≦7mm safety padlocks
BAN-D17

Superlarge Snap-On Circuit Breaker Lockout
Product Size：Width 63.5mm x Depth 22.2mm;
The stop rod (red and green) is 19cm long; can lock out circuit
breakers with a handle width ≤72mm;
Suitable for 480/600V circuit breaker, the red color stop bar
indicates that the switch is off, and green color stop bar means
switch is open;

BAN-D13

Can be permanently fixed on the power distribution board by the
back self-adhesived track - just clean the surface and paste
(without drilling) .

Multi-function Breaker Lockouts (BAN-D18/D18N)

1.Made of a durable, reinforced nylon and copper screw; chrome plated;
2.With locking screw, no need other tools;
3.Wide range of uses: suitable to circuit breaker (figure handle width = 20mm);
4.Original U type stainless steel insert, can guarantee that the lock will not appear any case of the swing.

BAN-D18

BAN-D18N

Item NO.

Description

BAN-D18

Lock-out lock shackle diameter ≦7mm safety padlocks

BAN-D18N

"N" means lock body bottom no foot design

Easily Circuit Breaker Lockouts
1.Locks of this type can be fixed fastly and easily without using any tools.
2.The general-purpose design is suitable for various single-pole, double-pole and three-pole handle circuit breakers. The locks
can be installed so easily that there is no need to modify the panel or the circuit breaker.
Item NO.
BAN-D87

Description
Lock-out lock shackle diameter ≦7mm safety padlocks

Universal 415V Industrial Circuit Breaker Lockouts
1.Made of good quality stainless steel and PVC; very suitable for circuit breakers used in industrial environment;
2.Suitable for circuit breakers with a lever height of 3 inches and a lever width of 0.9 inch; resistant to corrosion;
easy for installation;
3.Widely suitable for 3-phase circuit breakers, especially the circuit breakers used in industrial environment.

When fixing the lock, users just need to set the circuit breaker handle to “OFF” position and properly arrange the lock on the
on/off position; then manually tighten the positioning screw and put on the label and padlock.

Item NO.
BAN-D91
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Description

Item NO.

Lock-out lock shackle diameter
≦7mm safety padlocks

BAN-D92

Description
Twist handle fixed screw,at the same time,
can lockout 10 safety padlocks with diameter
≦7mm lock shackle

Webste:www.beian-lock.com
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Electrical Switch Lockouts
Create The First-class LOTO Brand
Multipurpose Industrial Waterproof Plug Lockouts(BAN-D46)

MCB Switch
1.Universal l miniature circuit breaker locks.
2.Put this MCB Switch Lock on the switching position;
3.It may be the easiest and the most common miniature circuit breaker lock forour general use.This “switchover lock” is simply
collared on the switchoverposition of the MCB;
4.Use a small screwdriver to screw down the inner flat screw to fix the lock on the switchover block. The padlock then added
protects the flat screw against operation and the equipment against disassembly.

Item NO.

Item NO.
BAN-D46

Description

Suitable for 16-125A industrial waterproof lockouts

Description

24.5mm× 17.5 mm × 7 mm

BAN-D86

BAN-D86

BAN-D46

1.This device provides an easy and effective method to effectively insulate the plug
from the adapter.
2.It can be easily fixed on the round-shaped male plug wall thus to block the plug
from being connected with electric source.
3.This lockout device is specially designed for plug adapters of all types.

Product Usage Instruction

Plug Lockouts

Multipurpose Industrial Waterproof Plug Lockouts(BAN-D43)
1.This new design is very suitable for locking out pins and sleeve surface mounted sockets to prevent the same from use during the
lockout/tagout procedure;
2.Available in 8 specifications for choice; application range: 400V 32A ;
3.Just need to insert the lockout device in the socket and fasten the socket in the right position and then use the padlock or hasp lock
to lock out the socket in place.
■ Certified and tested according to the European Standard;
■ Stable flame retardant and anti-untraviolet properties;
■ Can be used repeatedly.

Plug Lockouts(BAN-D45)

1.Used to prevent wired plug from being powered-on;
2.Compact general-purpose design suitable for most 220-240V 3-phase plugs;
3.Fast and easy for installation;
4.The nylon structure provides substantial strength and durability.

BAN-D45

Electrical/Pneumatic Plug Lockouts(BAN-D31)
1.Suitable for electrical plugs of various types (max. diameter: 8.9cm; max. length: 12.7cm) and air hose external thread connector.
2.Can lock out the cable or the downward-bending pneumatic external thread fittings through the holes on the lock.
3.Made of polystyrene material.

Item NO.

Description
Size: 97mm× 95mm × 170 mm;
Can lock 5 Pneumatic plug lockouts hole diameters:9.5mm,10.4mm,11.4mm,12mm,18.2mm

BAN-D31

Electrical/Pneumatic Plug Lockouts(BAN-D41/D42)
1.A plug lock which can prevent electrical plugs from being inserted in wall sockets. Use it when it is impossible for a maintainer
and repairman to put a plug under his complete control;
2.Small 110V plug lock: 5.1cm(height)×5.1cm(thickness)×8.9cm(width); a cable with a diameter of 1.3cm;
3.Large 220/500V plug lock: 8.3cm(height)×8.3cm(thickness)×17.8cm(width);
a cable with a diameter of 2.5cm.
Item NO.
BAN-D41
BAN-D41

BAN-D42

BAN-D42
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BAN-D43YLW

Suitable for 400V 32A

BAN-D43RED

Suitbale for 400V 32A

BAN-D43BLU

Suitable for 400V 32A

Multipurpose Industrial Waterproof Plug Lockouts(BAN-D47)
1.Directly inserted in power source, this lockout device can effectively insulate electric power energy and prevent accidental operation
during maintenance.
2.Can put a padlock or hasp to ensure the lockout of power source.
3.Its installation needs no tools. The eye-catching bright red alerts the people who intend to restore the energy.
4.Two labels are provided on both sides of the lock to warn that the power plug is locked out and cannot be removed or record the
information on the person who is performing the lock-out procedure.

Description

Electrical/Pneumatic Plug Lockouts(BAN-Q31-1)

BAN-Q31-1

Specification

Small plug lockouts
Size: 51mm× 51mm × 89 mm;
Large plug lockouts
Size: 83mm× 83mm × 178 mm;

1.A plug lock which can prevent electrical plugs from being inserted in wall sockets. Use it
when it is impossible for a maintainer and repairman to put
a plug under his complete control;
Item NO.

Color

ITEM NO.

Description

plug lockouts
Size: 130mm× 165mm × 85 mm;
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ITEM NO.
BAN-D47S
BAN-D47M
BAN-D47XL

Description
Suitable for 16A，110/240V power source
Suitable for 32A，415V 3-phase + earthing

Suitable for415V 3-phase + zero line + earthing

Webste:www.beian-lock.com
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Electrical Switch Lockouts
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Button Lockouts (BAN-D59)

Widely used for chemical, beverage, electric, automobile and other industries

1.Made of transparent high-strength glass resin material；
2.Free from removal and easy for installation. Just need to install the base seat on the bottom of the emergency switch.
Can be locked out and removed whenever required；
3.Be permanently installed on push-pull or spiral release emergency stop buttons to prevent accidental touch;
4.Wide range of applications, including button lockouts, switch lockouts, emergency stop button lockouts.

Button Lockouts
Emergency Stop Lockouts(BAN-D50/50S/50M/50L)

1.Made of transparent high-strength glass resin material；
2.Free from removal and easy for installation. Just need to install the base seat on the bottom of the emergency stop switch.
Can be locked out and removed whenever required；
3.Be permanently installed on push-pull or spiral release emergency stop buttons to prevent accidental touch.
ITEM NO.

Hot
Sale

Repeatable writing label

Keyhole diameter 5mm

Description

BAN-D50

Main lock body

BAN-D50S

Main lock body+Inner diameter 22mm base seat

BAN-D50M

Main lock body+Inner diameter 30mm base seat

BAN-D50L

Main lock body+Inner diameter 38mm base seat
(Base with 3M double-sided adhesive)

Made of transparent high-strength
glass resin material

Base diameter 30mm
Inner diameter 24mm base seat
Inner diameter 22mm base seat
Four holes in the base can be
used for screw fixation

Superlarge Press-Key Lockouts(BAN-D56)

1.This large-sized lock can be easily assembled on large button switches to
prevent the button from being operated.
2.The body of this lock is a large round cylinder shape with inner dimensions
of 70mm*85mm.
3.It is very suitable for distribution panels, control stations, special-type cranes
and heavy-duty machinery.
ITEM NO.
BAN-D56

ITEM NO.

BAN-D59

Suitable for large button switches

Description
1

BAN-D59

Description

2

3

Main lock body(Inner diameter 30mm)
+Base with 3M double-sided adhesive
Main lock body
+Inner diameter 24mm base seat
(Base with 3M double-sided adhesive)
Main lock body
+Inner diameter 22mm base seat
+Inner diameter 24mm base seat
(Base with 3M double-sided adhesive)

Operation 1: Unscrew, install, and lock,Use of their structure to jam the base to achieve lock effect.

Mushroom Press-key Switch Lockouts(BAN-D55CR)
1.Specially intended for mushroom-shaped emergency stop buttons and made of special
reinforced material.
2.Transparent design makes content eye-catching；
3.External dimensions：110mm×75mm.
ITEM NO.
Description
BAN-D55
BAN-D55CR

Mushroom Press-Key Switch Lockouts
Mushroom Press-Key Switch Lockouts

Operation 2: 3M adhesive on the base, and then fixed in the use of the panel（Suitable for small button spacing,and most of the
buttons and urgent stop switch）.

+
BAN-D55
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Electrical Switch Lockouts
Create The First-class LOTO Brand

Control Panel Lockouts

Self-adhesive Electrical Long-handle Lockouts
1.Made up of a 13-hole tape and two clips; can be fixed around the handle on an electrical panel and be locked out in position
with a clamp and padlock to prevent the switch lever from movement.
2.This product is the fittest handle-type switch;tape is made of 24mm* 300mm powder coated stainless steel material; 13 pack
lock hole positions are provided.
3.Electrical panel is made of ABS; Diameter 65mm.

1.This product is made of plexiglas or acrylic panel；
2.With support frame designed,convenient for operating the panel;
3.Fixed by self-tapping screws or 3M double-sided adhesive；
4.This product can be customized. Plated steel and transparent cover for
options of bottom customization.
ITEM NO.
BAN-D65

Description
Suitable for large button switches

ITEM NO.
BAN-D57

Description
Suitable for large button switches

Multi-purpose Industrial Electric Lockouts
1.Lock body is made of alloy engineering plastics and A3 galvanized steel；
2.Achieve lockout of a variety of non-standard electrics or power distribution cabinets；
3.Fixed by 3M double-sided adhesive or screws；
4.Different shapes of lock can be designed according to customers’ requirements.

Hot
Sale

Lock knob switch,change-over switch etc.
BAN-D81-1

Socket/Switch Protective Cover
BAN-D06
1.Prevent plugs from accidental fall off from sockets or switch on or off an electrical equipment from power source；
2.Very suitable for electrical appliances of many types, including for the temporary or permanent use in testing,laboratory;
3.Eliminate costly downtime and restoration costs;
4.Prevent children or operators from electric shock due to illegal operation;
5.Suitable for most standard 13A sockets；
6.Made of PVC,internal structure is clearly visible.

BAN-D81-2

BAN-D81-3

Lock button switch, keyhole of power distribution
cabinet etc.

Lock cabinet door,electric handle hole,low-voltage
drawer etc.

Lock switch handle of drawer,change-over switch etc.
BAN-D81-4

Switch Safety Protective Covers(BAN-D07)

Lock handle switch etc.

1.suitable for single 45A double-pole switches,pull wires and all 25A single double-pole switches currently in the market,
such as lamp switches and standard switches.It is effective to prevent unauthorized operation and misuse.
2.Material: made of 1.8mm-thick lightweight, durable, sturdy and abrasion-resistant PVC material;
3.Dimensions: 96mm x 96mm x 62mm;can be easily stored in a toolbox;
4.Appearance:transparent color.Color is custom-makeable and company LOGOs can be added (please contact us for further
information);
5.With hinged door,can completely cover the switch to prevent misuse.

BAN-D81-5

Up-Down Controller Straining Bag

BAN-T71
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1.Suitable application dimensions: diameter178mm × height 432mm.
2.Insert the PVC liner to prevent other people from coming into contact
with the button on the up-down controller.
3.Flexible, durable and tear-proof; the nylon bag can be easily stored
in a safety toolbox.
4.Allow for 6 locks or hasps.
5.Effectively lock special sizes or large junction box ,and up-down
control straining bag.

Webste:www.beian-lock.com
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Gas Cylinder/Source Lockouts
Create The First-class LOTO Brand

Gas Cylinder Lockouts(BAN-Q31)

1.Prevent unauthorized operation of the main gas cylinder valve.
2.Needless to require that the various diameters and threads of the lock and the gas cylinder cover completely
match with each other.
3.Suitable for neck rings with a diameter of 8.9cm at the max.
4.Installation can be finished in a few seconds; the LOTO procedure can be finished easily and quickly.
5.Suitable for 0.8cm-4.5cm valves.

Use range: plug lock, cylinder lock.

Pneumatic Quick Circuit Breaker Lockouts
1.Can isolate pneumatic power without installing a direct interlocking valve; cost reducing; more convenient.
2.The lock can be connected with an external thread coupler to realize isolation of the equipment from all compressed air sources.
3.The center hole of the lock can be used to store an air hose permanently; the side ring can be used to hang the hose and the lock.
4.Can use a padlock with a shackle diameter of 1/4"(6.4mm) or 9/32"(7.1mm) for lockout purpose.
5.Suitable for most 6.4mm, 9.5mm and 12.7mm external thread connectors.

Suitable for 0.8cm-5.7cm plug valve

Hot
Sale

ITEM NO.
Main body diameter is 85mm

BAN-Q01

Description

Suitable for most 6.4mm, 9.5mm and
12.7mm external thread connectors

With rewritable warning lables

Gas Source Lockouts
BAN-Q31

The adjustable base, there are three
kinds of specifications

Item NO.
Description

BAN-Q31-1
Yellow lock body,
Lock all kinds of plugs

BAN-Q31-2
Yellow lock body,
Lock cylinder valve

Hole diameter is suitable for the lock
7 mm below the safety padlock

1.Prevent a gas source joint from reconnecting with a high pressure source,
2.Suitable for almost all gas source male joints in factories; made of steel;corrosion-resistant.
3.Dimensions: 3 Width 35mm×Length 196mm×Thickness 3mm.
4.Matchable with all safety padlocks and safety hasps; used together with hasps; suitable for
use by multiple workers to perform lockout concurrently.
5.Suitable for 0.8cm-4.5cm valves.

BAN-Q31-3
Yellow lock body,
Lock large cylinder valve

ITEM NO.

Description

BAN-Q11

Suitable for 0.8cm-4.5cm valves

Storage Tank Lockouts
1.Used to lock out storage tanks, including propane tanks and independent propane storage tanks on forklifts;
2.Easily avoid unauthorized operation of the valve stem; designed for use in places with limited space;
3.Made of solid polystyrene plastics.

BAN-Q21
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Item NO.

Description

BAN-Q21

Valve stem hole diameter: 2.8cm,
Suitable for valve diameter≤7.6cm
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Key Management Box(BAN-X72)

Widely used for chemical, beverage, electric, automobile and other industries.

1.Using high-quality stainless steel; steel surface with computer electrostatic paint treatment; More Rust-proof.
2.Solid structure, easy to use.
3.With key hooks 20 to 720;13 sizes for options.
4.Can be fixed to walls or tables, suitable for use in shops, homes, companies, factories, sauna, bowling, clubs,
restaurants, hotels, restaurants, schools and hospitals.

Model：BAN-X72-160

Model：BAN-X72-5

Hot
Sale

Model：BAN-X72-20
Material
Size(mm)

Model：BAN-X72-30

20Positions/YLW

Capacity/Color

0.8m/m Rust-proof Steel;Computer Electrostatic Paint

Material

330H x 220W x 62D

Size(mm)

Capacity/Color

160Positions/YLW

Capacity/Color

180Positions/YLW

Capacity/Color

240Positions/YLW

1.0m/m Rust-proof Steel;Computer Electrostatic Paint

Material

1.0m/m Rust-proof Steel;Computer Electrostatic Paint

Material

1.0m/m Rust-proof Steel;Computer Electrostatic Paint

Size(mm)

500Hx 420Wx 110D

Size(mm)

500H x 470W x 162D

Size(mm)

500H x 470Wx 162D

Model：BAN-X72-10

Model：BAN-X72-480

Model：BAN-X72-540

Capacity/Color

360Positions/YLW

Capacity/Color

480Positions/YLW

Capacity/Color

540Positions/YLW

Material

1.0m/m Rust-proof Steel;Computer Electrostatic Paint

Material

1.0m/m Rust-proof Steel;Computer Electrostatic Paint

Material

1.0m/m Rust-proof Steel;Computer Electrostatic Paint

Size(mm)

1008H x 470W x 162D

Size(mm)

1008H x 470W x162D

Size(mm)

1516Hx 470Wx 162D

Model：BAN-X72-40

30Positions/YLW

Capacity/Color

40Positions/YLW

0.8m/m Rust-proof Steel;Computer Electrostatic Paint

Material

0.8m/m Rust-proof Steel;Computer Electrostatic Paint

500H x 220W x 62D

Size(mm)

390H x 375W x 62D

Capacity/Color

Model：BAN-X72-240

Material

Model：BAN-X72-360

Capacity/Color

Model：BAN-X72-180

Capacity/Color

Capacity/Color

Model：BAN-X72-720

Model：BAN-X72-60
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Model：BAN-X72-80

720Positions/YLW

Material

1.0m/m Rust-proof Steel;Computer Electrostatic Paint

Size(mm)

1516H x 470W x 162D

More than 360 key box can increase the clapboard and feet

Model：BAN-X72-120

Capacity/Color

60Positions/YLW

Capacity/Color

80Positions/YLW

Capacity/Color

120Positions/YLW

Material

0.8m/m Rust-proof Steel;Computer Electrostatic Paint

Material

0.8m/m Rust-proof Steel;Computer Electrostatic Paint

Material

1.0m/m Rust-proof Steel;Computer Electrostatic Paint

Size(mm)

500H x 375W x 62D

Size(mm)

500H x 375W x 62D

Size(mm)

500H x 420W x 110D

Tel:0086-020-23889581
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Lockout Station Hanging Board Center(BAN-B08)

Tag Station

1.Suitable for small companies and large departments.Our lockout station hanging boards are available in 7 standard
models and made of rigid plastics.Frame with aluminium,the lockout station hanging board is firmer;
2.The eye-catching colors black and yellow ensure a high visibility of the station from any position;
3.The corresponding shadow silhouette makes counting easy and provides guidance for storage;
4.Lockout station hanging boards are custom-makeable as required. Please contact us to learn more.

Fixed hole:

1.Can store tags with a max. size of 200mm x100mm. Our tagout stations have 10 transparent acrylic containers and can be supplied
with or without contents.
2.Each container can store no less than 10 pcs tags;
3.Dimensions: 500mm(Length)x 600mm(Height).

Hot
Sale

Used to fix on a wall

Aluminum side:

Thickness 0.8mm, to prevent the hanging
plate cracking

Short hook:

Used to hang a padlock or
other small products

Long hook

ITEM NO.

BAN-B37

Material

PPC Rigid Plastic Sheet

Description

Safety tag models can be freely purchased
according to your needs

For hanging safety tag or larger products

Model:BAN-B08-1
Material
Size(mm)

280mm×400mm

Material

Material

PPC Rigid Plastic Sheet

Size(mm)

280mm×400mm

Size(mm)

360mm×540mm

Model:BAN-B08-5

Material

PPC Rigid Plastic Sheet

Material

PPC Rigid Plastic Sheet

Size(mm)

660mm×520mm

Size(mm)

800mm×650mm

Model:BAN-B08-6

ITEM NO.

BAN-B101

ITEM NO.

BAN-B102

Description

10-lock hanging board;2 padlocks for each hasp

Description

20-lock hanging board;2 padlocks for each hasp

Capacity/Color

New

ITEM NO.

Model:BAN-B08-7

Material

PPC Rigid Plastic Sheet

Material

PPC Rigid Plastic Sheet

Size(mm)

1220mm×800mm

Size(mm)

1220mm×800mm

Tel:0086-020-23889581

1.Integrated plastic injection molding structure without loosening parts ,or Powder coated steel work station made of strong locks;
2.Resilient polycarbonate materials form double heat resistant and quadruple impact resistant capabilities compared with common
lockout stations.
3.Reinforced hasp facilitates the hanging and selection of padlocks and hasps.
4.The unique transparent cover protects the locks stored inside.
●Can be securely locked out to protect valuable safety padlocks against damage. It is recommended that a coded lock be used to
facilitate control.
●The innovative hinge design can leave the cover open to facilitate selection.
5.Contain safety hasps and tags.

Model:BAN-B08-3
PPC Rigid Plastic Sheet

Model:BAN-B08-4
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Bright-coloured colour collocation, warning signs, intuitive and practical

Model:BAN-B08-2
PPC Rigid Plastic Sheet

Advanced Lockout Stations

The warning sticker

PPC, rigid plastic sheet:7 mm thickness
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Description

BAN-X78
16-lock hanging board;2 padlocks or 5 lockout hasps for each hasp the two card slots can be placed not less than 50 safety tag.

Webste:www.beian-lock.com
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Lockout/Tagout/Key Station & Management System
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Padlock Station

Lockout Equipment Box

Metal lock hanging rack made of carbon steel; available in 4 specifications for choice; facilitate daily management of locks.

BAN-B31

BAN-B31-1

Allow for 5 padlocks

BAN-B32

BAN-B31+Padlocks(5 Pcs)for a set

Allow for 10 padlocks

BAN-B32-1
BAN-B32+Padlocks(10 Pcs)for a set

Product Display
BAN-B33
Allow for 15 padlocks

BAN-B33-1
BAN-B33+Padlocks(15 Pcs)for a set

BAN-B34
Allow for 20 padlocks

1.Has fixed shelves for storing safety locks not in use temporarily;
2.Made of powder-coated strong steel material;
3.Suitable for wall installation; 1 key is provided to ensure the safety of the locks in the box.

The combination of a single product has
become an advanced management system,
customers can be customized according to
the actual needs.

ITEM NO.

Description(Width x Depth x Height)(mm)

BAN-X02

350mm×150mm×450mm

ITEM NO.
BAN-X65-1

Description(Width x Depth x Height)(mm)
480mm×180mm×600mm with transparent
panel,back cover plate thickness 1mm,front
cover plate thickness1.2mm

Padlock and Lockout Equipment Storage
1.Very suitable for centralized management of your LOTO equipment；
2.Compartment dimensions: 305mm × 305mm × 457mm (altogether 6/12 compartments);
3.Each compartment is equipped with its own hinge and padlock to ensure that only
authorized key holders can use the storage equipment.

BAN-B34-1
BAN-B34+Padlocks(20 Pcs)for a set

Small Safety Lockout Cabinet
1.Used to ensure that different departments or technicians cannot take out any documents, certificates or other important items.
The cabinet remains unopenable unless all padlocks are removed;
2.his lockout cabinet has a lock with 5 independent keys. You can also customize the lockout quantity and specification desired
by you;
3.Made of powder-coated steel plate; 2 interlayers and 1 acrylic glass window provided; different keys fit different locks; safe and
stable; each lock is provided with a clear sign for easy identification.

ITEM NO.
BAN-X34-1

Description

ITEM NO.

600mm×450mm×1360mm

BAN-X34

Description
900mm×450mm×1360mm

Padlock Storage Cabinet
Padlock Storage Cabinet With 25pcs Hooks

1.Made of powder-coated strong steel; hanging hooks with a number and colored code,key labels and card indexes provided;
2.Each padlock storage cabinet with 2 keys;
3.There are certain width between hooks to facilitate padlock storage; completely adjustable hanging hooks can be positioned to fit padlocks
of different sizes.

Item NO.

Description

BAN-X63(Blue)

Safety lockout cabinet

BAN-X63(White)
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Size(Width×Depth×Height)(mm)

Sizes(Width x Depth x Height)

380mm×140mm ×350mm

Safety lockout cabinet

Tel:0086-020-23889581
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Model:BAN-X33-25-1

Model:BAN-X33-25

Description

Sizes(Width x Depth x Height)

Blank Padlock Storage
Cabinet with 25 pcs Hooks

380mm×140mm ×350mm

Description
Padlock Storage CabinetBAN-X33-25(1Pcs)
+Safety Padlocks(25 Pcs)

Webste:www.beian-lock.com
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Padlock Storage Cabinet With 400/540/720pcs Hooks
1. The cabinet body made by 1 mm welding cold-roll steel plate;
2. Internal panel was designed as push-pull, key rack are installed on two sides of the panel, each raw could hang 5 keys, and one side
panel can hang 80/90 keys, as a total of 160/180 keys for one panel.
3. The push-pull panels are designed for W 45 mm × L450mm slides, which could withstand 40 kg weight. The material of the Guide
rail we have carbon steel and stainless steel to be chosen, and you could choose the color black/white.
4. Push -pull design, space saving, easy to operate, high reliability. We designed A4 Record book on the side, which is convenient to
record.
5. The whole box is about 135 kg net weight. 4 feet cups with 4 casters (2 with brake) were installed to the bottom, which is very
convenient to move.
6. This product can provide can be customized according to client's request.

BAN-X33-400

Group Lockout Box
Red and Yellow Safety Lockout Tagout Box
A key storage device designed for large equipment lockout.
1.Each lockout point on the equipment allows for only one lock to ensure safety. Collect the keys
and put them in the lockout box; then each authorized worker puts his own padlock on the box;
2.At completion of the work, the workers need to remove their respective padlocks from this box
to take the keys out of the box. Only after the last worker removes his padlock can all workers
get their respective keys；
3.Suitable for 12 or 20 workers to perform lockout concurrently. It is ensured that the group lockout
box cannot be opened before the last padlock or hasp is removed and undone；
4.Locked-out warning catchwords available in English and other languages .

BAN-X33-540

Description

Sizes(Width x Depth x Height)

789mm×456mm ×1544mm

Blank Padlock Storage Cabinet with 400 pcs Hooks

914mm×456mm ×1761mm

Blank Padlock Storage Cabinet with 540 pcs Hooks

1162mm×456mm ×1761mm

Blank Padlock Storage Cabinet with 720 pcs Hooks

Item NO.

BAN-X04
BAN-X33-720

Description

Item NO.

Group lockout box;can hold 20 padlocks at the max

BAN-X05

Description

Visible group lockout box,can hold 20 padlocks at the max

Acrylic Safety Lockout Tagout Box
1.Suitable for wall-hung/desk installation; portable; carrying handle included.
2.Electric spark preventing; lightweight, only 600g; transparent front cover makes it easy
to check inside status.
3.Six key hooks; allow for sixteen 9mm padlocks concurrently.

Key Cabinet
Small Safety Key Cabinet With 20/30pcs Keys
1.Can store a single key or a small bunch of keys;
2.Contain color-coded hooks and necessary key signs;
3.colored bar movable;
4.A complete key use log is provided for monitoring the use of the key(s);
5.Material: silver grey powder coated.

Item NO.

Specification

Description(width×depth×heigh)(mm)

Colour

BAN-X76-20

Can hold 20 keys

Silver /Yellow

BAN-X76-30

Can hold 30 keys

Silver /Yellow

Visible Key Cabinet With 50pcs Keys

Item NO.

Description(width×depth×heigh)(mm)

BAN-X18

200×90×150(Not including the handle )

Portable Padlock Station Lockout Rack
1.Chinese or English Lables;
2.It can most carrying 12 padlocks at the same time；
3.Material: engineering plastics reinforced nylon injection molding.

1.Color-coded hanging hooks with a number, key signs and card index included;strong
cylinder lock with 2 keys.
2.The hooks are adjustable in order to be positioned to fit keys of different sizes.
3.The glass door makes it “clear at a glance” which keys are used, needless to open the
cabinet door.
4.Key cabinet made of powder-coated strong steel.
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Item NO.

Specification

BAN-X31-50

Can hold 250 keys

Tel:0086-020-23889581

Description(width×depth×heigh)(mm)

380×80×550

9.5mm

BAN-X31-50
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Item NO.

Description

BAN-B35

handle group lockout box,can hold 12 padlocks at the same time

Webste:www.beian-lock.com
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Easy-To-Pull Pull Reel

Kit combination

1.All metallic; material: chrome-plated zinc alloy.
2.LOGO can be printed on the front; stainless steel pull wires or nylon pull wires included; freely telescopic.
3.Suitable for use as promotion articles, handbag accessories and advertisement key rings; safety key rings which can prevent
losing and theft.
ITEM NO.

Description

BAN-X25

Full metal,zinc chrome plating

Beian-Locks recommend the following packages for your reference, you can also customize according to your needs.

ITEM NO.

BAN-TC01

Lockout Tagout Kit Bag

- - Can be combined freely

Description

Description

ITEM NO.

Basic Electrical Safety Lockout Kit

BAN-TC02

Description

ITEM NO.

Description

Valve Maintenance Lockout Kit

BAN-TC04

Chosen Electrical/Valve Lockout Kit

Electrical Safety Lockout Kit

Lockout Tagout Kit Bag in Yellow plus Blue/Blue plus Black
1.With the embeded iron wire frame support, the bag can be left open for easy tool selection during work；
2.The bag is made of durable waterproof nylon. It has outer and inner pockets as well as a carrying handle and shoulder strap；
3.Available for individuals or groups to use；
4.Can accommodate various types of security locks, taps.

ITEM NO.

BAN-TC03

ITEM NO.

BAN-T23-1

BAN-T23-2

BAN-T23-3

Description

small size

middle size

larege size

Product display board
This product is a display board that Bean Lock provides customers with product display and training. It can be moved or fixed.
The product is part of the product, for more products to display, please contact our sales. Provide a custom combination, Behan
can provide you with the corresponding energy point or you provide customized by our company to help.

ITEM NO.
Description

BAN-T28-1

BAN-T28-2

BAN-T28-3

small size

middle size

larege size

3-Pocket Lockout Kit

1.This waist pack is made of thickened nylon material and specially designed for the workers who need to move around carrying
safety locks；
2.The waist pack contains 3 independent pockets to facilitate your management of safety locks so that you can find a desired
equipment more quickly.

ITEM NO.
BAN-T21
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BAN-T21

Tel:0086-020-23889581

Dimensions (Length x Width x Height) (mm)

BAN-ZSB01

400 x 50 x 150

E-mail:sales@bestsafelock.com

Calle Las Rosas N° 314 Urb. Sagrada Familia - Bellavista Callao
T: (01) 265 5765 / 962649491/ 954823199 / 954638696
Tienda: Jr. Cotabambas N° 297 - Cercado de Lima - Lima T: (01) 428 2484
ventas@kapekinternacional.com

www.kapekinternacional.com

Webste:www.beian-lock.com
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